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PREFACE 
The purpose of this paper is primarily to show that skiing is not as 
dangerous as most people are led to believe. Also we hope to show that the 
sport need not be disparaged because Qf a few over publicized injuries. 
I have no intention of comparing the merits or weaknesses of the three 
highly controversial techniques Qf ski instruction. We use the Arlberg 
Technique, now referred to· in the States as the •American Standard Tech-
nique", in m:y own ski school and find it safe,. sound, and very practical. 
The low rate of accidents in our group is proof that the technique is good 
and justifies any claims expressed for it. 
Being a National Ski PatrOJlman (#879), and a certified instructor 
(U. S. Eastern Division), I have had a chance to make a few personal obser-
vations on ski safety as well as formulate a few definite opinions for 
whiCh I welcome the opportunity to put on paper • 
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction. 
The question foremost in the minds of many parents during the win 
aeason seems to be: "Is skiing dangerous?". The question is not aston-
ishing nor untimely, especially when Junior comes home with the announce-
ment that a new ski club has been organized at school and he wants to 
Join . Such a membership will involve the purchase of expensive gear, and 
of course, this is needed in time for the coming week-end trip. 
Dad thinks first of his billfold, •hile mother has nostalgic 
visions of her precious soaring of.f tremendous ski jumps or racing down 
some sheer mountain trail at breakneck speed, so the latest announcement 
1 
from school isn•t too well received at home. 
To s~ that skiing is a dangerous sport is a somewhat ambiguous or 
unnecessary statement to say the least, for it is a foregone conclusion 
that this element of risk provides some of the spark and fascination . 
Without this element of risk the sport as we know it and love it, would 
have little appeal to the outdoor ~pe of people we classif.r as ski 
addicts. The statement needs some qualification, and in the following 
1. George M. Albert, "You•d Like Skiing", Kaine Teacher's Digest, 
Vol. 9 - Dec., 1948 - Augusta, Maine., p. 112. 
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· pages we hope to show that skiing as a sport offers less danger and greater 
benefits than even most skiers themselves realize. 
When one considers the V'alue of outdoor recreation, or the need f'or 
a bond between £ather and son, plus the social significance of sports with 
"carry-over-value" for l ater years, the element of risk involV'ed in skiing 
seems negligible . Comparing skiing to the dangers of a confined house-
bound winter program for energetic youth, with no escape from the boredom 
which destroys mental health, the sport with ita apparent risk seems tame 
indeed. 
Skiing is known as the fastest spor t on two fee t, with speeds of 
40 to 70 miles per hour quite common, and many have been injured while 
trying to master the art, so it is not surprising that remarks sucll as 
' the f ollowing have been repeated many times: "you don •t have to be crazy 
to Ski, but it helps111 • 
.As long as the movie halls continue to show parents "thrill shots" 
of ski jumping and racing spills and the general public learns only of 
accidents through news items instead of how many thousands enjoyed the 
week end safely, the pro.per public attitude toward skiers and skiing in 
~eneral will be as f ar f rom the real truth as the possibility e>f "perf'ect 
snow donditiona" for ever,r d~ of the ski s eason • 
• 
CHAPTER II 
The Problem. 
The problem of safety in skiing is unique in that safet,y measures are 
voluntary and no laYiS have yet been put into effect to protect the skier, 
novice or expert . P..ny active ~rt offers so-me element of risk and skiing 
is no exception, especially when you consider the speed it is possible to 
attain, and no court rulings have yet been handed down to legalize fast 
open slope skiing or bar fast skiers in crowded places . 
We wonder if this sort of thing is in the offing, especially when one 
considers that on a crowded slope, where a well organized patrol is l acking 
a fe~ skiers are sure to be reckless and thereby endanger not only them-
selves but others. 
Th€Te are other questions just as pertinent fo-r which we also need 
enewers and some of these could well bee 
1. Does skiing need to be dangerous? 
2. Just .Bs! dangerous is skiing? 
3. What is the fascination of the sport? 
4. Must one be a young a thlete to learn skiing? 
These typical questions pose a problem and part of the answer or 
~olution is the provisi on of more and better instruction for participants 
4 
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and an educational program about skiing for spectators and the general 
public. This latter phase is particularly needed when we consider tha t 
even in the l a te 19.30' s most Americans considered skiing syn<lllymous with 
jumping• when actually, there is u greater difference between the two acti-
vities than there is between recreational swimming and COillpetitive diving. 
We have many who ski as we also have many who swim, but diving and ski 
jumping are limited to a compara tive few who might well be considered 
2 
specialists associa ted with their sport. 
For the masses recreational skiing is a f ar c~ from the highly organ-
ized r aces and crowd thrilling jumping meets, but millions of people are 
skiing and will continue to ski without any thought of competi tian. They 
find the international lew of gravity to be competition enough as they tr,r 
to master the art of mrucing s imple turns on a 15° slope without falling 
often. 
Mastering these turns takes practice and patience, :n.'llch as strokes for 
the golfer who shoots in the ?Of s. The "dub" golfer may never break 100, 
but has plenty of fun even though he has to frequent~ replace divots and 
seek lost ba~ls . His skiing counterpart, the •sno-wbunny" is more ludicrous 
from the side lines, but has just as much fun or more, 8nd probably fills 
in more "sitzmark" holes in an afternoon than the golfer does divots. but 
2. John Jay 1 "Skiing the Americas", The Maet~Ulen Co. 1 New York - 19471 
p. 11 • 
• 
• 
the main difference lies in the fact tha t ·t..l-J.e golfer i s seldom if ever 
exposed to anything more dangerous than sunburn, tired feet , hand blister, 
brush scra tches from seekin§ balls off the f airway or a t the wor st, a wild 
slice in ·his direction. 
The "sno.wbunny 11 , however, who doesn ' t care to be one perennially, seeks 
to add control e.nd correct f'orm to his supply of enthusiasm. He looks for-
ward to skiing higher slopes up.der control end even to trips into the 
mountains • . To do all this he must overcome f r oJn the start 1 big problema 
like sk! control1 the law of gravity, sl i ppery skis in climbing, t i ght 
cnbl es, uneven terrain, and rlors t of 811 , countless other skiers of varied 
abil ity scattered precariouely all over the place., These skiers qui t e often 
comprise the greatest hazard o·f all. The financial problem for both the 
"snowbunny" and the 11dub golfer" if! similar as regards tc. the initial out-
l ay and tow costs compare favorably with gr eens fees. 
The snow is free, however, for our !!snowbunny", while the golf er l!!Ust 
always pay hie greens fee. So, to ffset this unfairness to the pocketbook, 
the skier is exposed to more dangers of physical harm. In f act, he can be 
sure of at least being a bit l ame the next day, especially if his schedule 
hasn ' t included preliminary training with indoor instruction. 
The basic problem as we see it, is si mply tha t the sport has gr own so 
rapidly, with ~.n estimated 5,000,000 participants who spend about 
$.200,ooo,ooo. per year from NO:vember to Uay, tha t availabl e i nstruction has 
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not kept the pace. This number is expected to triple before 1960. 
Ignorance of the proper procedure in performing basic skills, as well as 
the correct sequence of maneuvers has hurt the sport of skiing. Few men 
would just1f.y spending $50. to $150. for a golf outfit without spending 
a few dollars m<>re for instruction in the use of it. Yet, there are 
many men who will equip themselves and their families with expensive ski 
gear an.d t8ke to the hills without thought of instruction and this ay 
ent~r a new and fascinating sports world without an int elligent or even 
practical approach . This is as sensible as tennis without a net, or 
badminton in a stiff breeze. 
Now some of these problems so pertinent to safe skiing, which are 
seldom recognized by the nsnowbunny• and too often disregarded by t he 
veteran skier, will be further discussed in the following pages . 
:3. John Jay, "Skiing the Americas" , the MacMillan Co., New Yark - 1947, 
P• 16. 
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CHAPTER III 
Causes of Skiing Injuries. 
Good in~truction seems to be the key to safe skiing ond ta>p n(Jtch 
pros every where are proving daily th~ t skiing can be l earned without 
di.scolu•aging experiences or broken bones. 
The causes of injuries in skiing are many and varied. We will 
4 
discuss briefly the six leading causes followed by a short list of 
minor ones. A .f'~w suggestions a.re also included for safer skiin~ as 
m~ of ~~ese ure not general~y known or even recognized ~· the novice, 
and quite often disregarded by the ve teran. 
1. Ineeperience -
Ine:x:perience can also be called a lack of know-
ledge or savoire faire. The novice tries t~ imitate what he sees done 
at the ski resort by others. . The skier he seeks to emula.te may or may 
not be correct in his form or ,, the execution of a maneuver, but the 
novice is not equipped to judge. Assuming that the execution of the 
skill is correct, it may be quite probable that the novice is many 
lessons removed from being ready to try i t- as skiing is built up gr ad-
4. Taken from the Report of the National Ski Pa~ro1 Sy stem f or 1946-1,.7 
mimeographed for distributi·:>n t() Ski Pa trol l eaders e11d Nation al Ski 
Pa trolmen. 
ually on a systematic progression of skills. If these skills were 
numbered l to 20, it would be considered unwise or even unsafe to at 
skill number 15 before skill number 5 has been well learned or mastered . 
Experience includes a working knowledge of turns 
under control in different kinds of snow, end varied types of snow con-
ditions . Wi tb this is included safe practices related to each type of 
snow condition that are obtained chiefly through the taking of instruc-
tion. This is especially valuable in the early sta~es af learning. 
Facwrs such s.s how fast one should ski, the correct type of wax to use, 
the kind and amount of clothing to wear, what to eat, how steep a slope 
to use, correct ~ody· position, how to fall , and many other prerequisites 
of safe skiing are all learned only through instruction, demonstration• 
and correct practice. This makes for experience £md without it the 
"snowbunny11 is constantly a menace to himself and o·thers. For this sit-
uation the instructors end Ski Patrolmen have another slogan: "Don ' t 
take chances, t ake a lesson!" . 
To lessen the number of injuries attributed to 
the lack of know-how or experience, the aport sorely needs more qualifi 
club instructors~ and organized ski clubs must attract more members to 
their renks 1 because t..h.e backbone o·f skiing as well as safe skiing in 
America today is the widespread network of or§anized clubs .• 
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2. Skiin& out of coo trol -
Control is without a doubt the most im-
portant single factor in safe skiing. Novice and expert alike are safe 
at their respective speeds until they get into terrtlin or snow they are 
not able to handle, or, assuming the terrain is praper, attain speeds 
they are not able to cape with. This excessive speed is the cause of a 
vast ma.J ori ty o·f ski accidents. "Out of con trGl" does not mean skiing 
fast, though speed is implied. A good skier may go over a mile a minute 
and still be in complete control. A novice, on the other hand, may ski 
very slowly and still not be in complete control of his run or skis. 
Most adults feel that skiing is a young 
person's sport, and it is often said: "I'm too old to start now,. I'm 
afraid I'd break my neck!". They imply that one must be a young athlete 
to learn skiing .• 
Starting young is a definite advantage 1 
yet the greatest part O'f a 101 000 crowd at one O>f the big resorts will 
be adults. Most instructors feel that this group makes up the bulk of 
their classes and this is to be said in their favor: "They are more 
patient and willing to practice on small details and less apt to take 
unnecessary risks than the young people." When youngsters have had 
lessons and learned a few fundamentals, it is hard to hold them long 
enough for another lesson. 
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Many skiers will no doubt ski beyond 
their ability for the thrill of it1 as well as to improve their skiing~ 
but when no. semblance of control is in evidence the skier is definitely 
a menace to himself and others, and should seek easier terrain or less 
speed.. Ski Patrolmen have a safety slogan which best fits the topic of 
this chapter; and that is: "Don't schuss in \ 'here angels fear to stem", 
nskiing in control" means to lead your 
skis and be capable of turning in either direction as needed or coming 
to a complete stop if necessary on any part of the hill. 
Most accidents occur to novices or in• 
experienced skiers, and the cause is very often traced to a lack of 
kno·w-how, Gr a lack of complete appreciation for the risk involved. 
Lessoos are valuable and helpful, especially for beginners, but we also 
need a general education program for the skiing public. This will beat 
be reached through a large scale promotion of organized skiing and re-
creational programs. 
Lack of control due to icy conditions 
contributes more speed, but strangely enough, less accidents occur on 
ice t..~an in deep or soft snow which catches the edge of the ski e.nd 
tends to cause a twist in the fall, while on ice the skier merely slides 
along with a better chance of keeping his skis together, and in a raised 
position which is safer. 
Learning the correct use of knees, posi-
tion of skis, hands, poles, as well as shoulders and weight distribution 
in the early stages of Skiing will do much in the progressive develop-
ment of control and confidence which lead to controlled skiing. 
~. Fatigue ... 
A fast downhill run under control re-
quires conditioned legs, a good sense of timing and balance, and., above 
all, enough physical proficiency to eliminate undue risk. 
The average office worker or week-end 
skier who does little exercising will tire quickly and in this tired 
condition is not capable of handling his wei ght or reacting in an emer-
genc.y situation as quickly or effectively as he could if not tired. 
Many skiers who do take pre-season work outs often exerc~se the wrong 
muscles for skiing, so continue to tire more rapidly than they ellould. 
Most accidents occur in the late after-
noon and on this point three main reasons are advanced: 
A., Deciding upon "one more runtt even though tired 
enough tO call it a day .. 
B. Sun getting low with the snow condi tiona changing, 
causing icy spots, fro~en ruts, and more speed. 
c. Rushing to get more rides on the lift before 
closing tiln.e 1 on the idea of "more rides for your 
money" with no thought of a rest. 
Another common cause of fatigue is moun 
climbing. This is especially true of skiers who are accustomed to lifts 
and not much climbing, and unfamiliar with suCh factors as pace , carry-
ing equipment• breathing in higher altitudes, correct food; etc. 
At Mt. Washington many skiers climb in the 
morning, ski the r avine all day, then start the three mile run down wi 
out sufficient time out for rest. The steepest part of the trs.il is the 
bottom mile, sa it is little 1ander that many of the spills are on these 
"5" turns. 
4. Rough Snow -
Snow conditione rate fourth in the causes 
of ski accidents and under this we can list such things as: 
A. Breakable crust. 
B. Deep soft snow. 
c. Heavy wet snow. 
(of th.e last 4 injuries handled by our own 
Ski Patrol boys, 2 were dislocated 
shoulders. Both occurred in deep heavy 
snow ,-to skiers of' better than average 
ability. ) 
D. Sitzmarks, made by .falls and left unfilled. 
E. Footprints, caused by walking on ski slope or trail 
without skis on . The .sun enlarges these until they 
become a hazard. Smart slope operators will not 
permit people without skis on the slope. 
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F. Bumps and ruts are tough on skiers without good 
knee action, especially when speed is involved . 
G. Equipment left on the trail, lunch bags or rubbish 
strewn around. People standing in the way. 
H. Tracks made in wet snow and then fro,zen to form 
an icy "washboard" effect . 
I. Unpacked snow on practice slope. 
J. Uneven and bumpy track or bare spots on tow line. 
K. Open skis or unevenly weighted skis in deep snow. 
I,. Avalanches. 
M. Changing snow, dry to wet, soft to ice, etc. 
N • Stumps, rocks 1 bare spots 1 and other natural hazards 
left bare from too much wind or a warm sun. 
5. Insufficient cover -
Lack of snow, especially in the early 
siason presents a hazard in several ways . Ski addicts are anxious to 
started, but they haven't developed their "ski legs" to a point here 
there's a guarantee against falls, and falls on frozen ground with li 
snow cover is a quick way to acquire bruises or even more serious in-
juties. 
Many novices fall incorrectly and a 
col!UDon mistake is to go down on one knee instead of stretching ·::>u t in a 
base sliding position. The knee is second on the frequency list f or 
parts injured, placing second to the ankle only , and this is easUy 
understood when one realizes that only two or three inches of snow over 
a solidly placed rock is very little protection against a knee inJury 
in falling . 
Mountain trails, covered with logs, 
brush, rocks, and other hazards require much more snow for safe skiing. 
Trails that have been bulldozed amoath require only a foot o·f snow over 
some ice base, whereas , others need two to five feet. 
6. Malfitted or ~~eap equipmen~ -
Most of the equipment on the market 
today is excellent, but, unfortunately 1 too ma.ey of the salesmen in the 
sports stores know little or nothing about skiing, so quite often the 
customer is nsoldn something instead of making a practical purchase. 
In recent years the market has been 
flooded with army surplus skis~ poles , and other equipment. 'Mlile all 
of this equipment is of better than average qualit,y, and the price is 
exceedingly low, many school boys and girls are buying boots,, skis and 
poles for lass than a third of the price of regular retail goods of 
equal value. The only catch is that few skis are under 7' and mnny ere 
7' 3" and 7 16", which is much longer than most beginners can handle. 
Very few girls cm1 handle 7 1 Jtl skis, yet many were given some by ell 
meaning parents who had an eye on the family budget. 
In selecting skis for len~tb, four things 
must be considered; heit~ht1 weight, and proi"icienOY O>f tile skier, p us 
the · verage depth and cype of snolil Y~here the skis a.re ·t.· be used . Here 
in t..~e East 'li'U don ' t have t.lle deep "featheru" type cyf l3no found in th 
R'Jcldes of t.l).& r.est , so ohorter skis suffice, A perGon of verage build 
should buy skis about 12n longer than hie own height. A rncer ~ould 
prefer 15~ to 18" ~ore . 
Some of the more common faults found i n 
equipment thr.t often lead te> di£fieult1es1 and ev~ injuries at'e .listed 
here: 
l. Boots -
A. Too big or too Sl!lill. tight boot will 
cause cold feet, tt.l'l.d a boot too loose 
lessens the control. T11o socks and a com• 
f o,rt ble fit is the id-eal situation. 
B. Greaeei eo.f'tene the leather and cnuaes the 
boot to stretch. Wax should be used. 
C. Shoe trees should be used so toes of boo-t 
wont t curl up 
D. Boots without a steel or WDoden shank are 
dangerous to use with steel c ble bindinga, 
e.e there is n·::> protection for t.lj,e in tep. 
SUch boots ere only used in cross country 
running. 
E. Shallow heel grooves cause the cables ta slip 
off. 
F. Toe lugs on a cheap boot are a misteke . Too 
straps put less strain on the soles . 
2. Skis -
A. Skis too long or toG short. 
B.. Skis too heavy or warped . A wruc similar to 
Simonize on the ski tops and edges will keep 
moisture out of ski and help prevent warping. 
c. Skis with flat tips. Tips should rise at 
least .3 11 • 
D. In putting skis a.vmy for the summer, the often 
recommended and much used 1 "x.3"X411 block of 
wood is no·t sound policy, eapecially for solid 
skis. With this block, if one ski is stronger, 
it will dominate the weaker and ruin the camber. 
We use, and I strongl y recommend, wedges for 
both tips and tails. These assure correct 
camber f or both skis . 
E. A l ack of steel edges, especially on hard snow, 
is definitel y a handicap. Steel edges offer 
better control and also protect the ski. 
F. Base l acquer insures better and more consistent 
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:3. Poles -
speed und also protects the .ood. M:uch could 
be said about waxes, as well as the selecti on 
of a oki for quc.lity, flexibility, grain, and 
other feutures 1 but this hns little pertinent 
relationship to the safe~ problem. 
A. Laminated bamboe> poles are stronger and cheaper 
than most poles of steel, but are a bit heavier. 
Chromium steel is light, strong, and also ver.y 
popular because of their excellent appearance. 
B. Touring and cross-country calls for a longer 
pole, wher eas, riding the tow line makes ~ short 
pole popular . 
C. For our purposes here in the East, the standard 
length is determined as follows: turn the pole 
upside down, put the handle on tJ1e floor near 
the foe>t, then the basket should come even with 
the elbow. 
D. The danger of polee is in the breakage during a 
spill. There are cases on reca,rd where people 
have been hurt or even impaled falling against 
a broken pole . Sharp points offer some danger, 
but dull points discourage climbing, and sharp 
18 
points can be easily controlled. 
4. Bindings -
A. A cheap binding thEt is not strong enough1 fits 
loosely, or f ails to hold the heel down, can be 
dangerous, a.nd not only will it cause falls , 
but will make correct lmee position difficult 
to maintain . 
B. r.tany excellent bindings are on the market toda,y 1 
ranging from the cross-country models to regular 
steel cables and French long thongs . One of t~e 
latest end fastest gro~~ng in populari~ is the 
safety binding which r eleases the boo't in a bad 
spill . 
C. The safety binding is theoretiea.lly a good idea, 
but v.~ll never proVide a substitute for sensible 
controlled skiing and is not a guarantee a.gdnst 
an injury. It will, however, give a boot a · 
chance to snap out of the harness in t he event 
of a spill . This eliminates some of the danger 
of spiral breaks. It is assumed we ell spill 
now and then. So, any added protecti(>n against 
"ankle breaker" cables i s sure to be popular 
with recreational skiers . 
D. A survey is now under v;ay r egarding the effec-
tiveness of safety bindings, so, within a. year 
the Nationl\1 Ski Patrol &;stem will uncioubtedly 
have some interesting reports to make . 
E. For mountain ski ing the J\rlberg str?.p should be 
r1orn regardless of the type of cables used. 
Bindings should not have any extra gimmicks 
tl1at tend to catch on boot straps or buckles, 
knock against each other when skis ar e close 
together, or scratch up t he boots. 
· 5. Miscellaneous -
A. Cheap sun glasses in higher altitudes can cause 
Conjunctivitis. It pays to t uy a good pair . 
The combination of bright sun and snow reflec-
tion is more than cheap sun glasses can safely 
handle, 
B. Clothing can be selected for both loeks and 
comfort, but one should al ways prepare for ~~e 
worst type of weather, especially on mountain 
trips._ All r~ool gabardine is expensive but 
warm und very good looking., As John Qarri5on 
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puts it: "Ski pants have no gender but they 
5.. John Garrison, "Sun, Snow, and Skis! 1 McGraw-Hill Book Co., New 
York, 1946 ~ P• 8. 
look. much better on her"• 
c. In summarizing the equipment pro-blem it will 
suffice to say that the selection of equip-
ment should have the advi ce 0f a ski instructor 
or, at least, an experienced skier, ruld not 
just a sporting goods aales1:1an1. though he mey 
be the leading local authorit.Y on basketballs 
and baseball bats . 
l . Ski ing alone . 
2 . Too much speed on a trail or crowded slo -• 
3. Loose clothing near the ski tow. 
4. Poor vioibili ty, such as in a. snowe'torm. 
5.. Use of poles tr-.ring to atop. 
6. Hitting people wi tb. skis dtile carrying them or while 
dGing kick turns. 
7. Losing u 'ild at the top of tl hill , having 1 t go down 
as "wild skitt . 
8. Skis and toboggana nsed on the same slope . 
9. lmproviocd Jwnping on tl1e ~ki slope. 
10. C~llision of skiers. 
ll. Opening trails for u-.;e when n t ree.lly safe for skiing. 
12. NoVices running unpacked terrein. 
1.). Reckless rrod show-off skiers . 
14. Congeetiou on tr~ils, pE--opl E i n thtil way 1 and t :o .. wy 
trai'fic, making it dalgt!ir~us for thosE:: c::nning do ~n . 
15. Av&la.'1ches . 
1,6. Sunbui'n . 
17. Frostbite • 
18. koose pack on b~ek, causing weieht ohift end loss of 
balanev in m .,king tl.lrne:. 
In supplementing the list of caul!es for skiing injuries, the 
ing seven etatements taken from the National Ski Patrol System report 
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for the 1947~48 ski season are significant: 
1. 62% of all injured skiers were males. 
2. 74% were between the ages of 15 and 25. This group also 
represents the majori~ of skiers. 
3. 78% of all the injuries occurred in favorable weather. 
4. 46% occurred with unfavo-rable snow condi tiona. (This 
indicates that the condition of the snow is a more 1m~ 
portant factor than the wi!tatber.) 
;. 56% occurred either on the flat or on a very slight 
grade. (This indicates, as we have previously stated; 
that the no'V'i.ce or inexperienc.ed are more frequently 
injured in proportion to their numbers than are the 
better skiers who find the steeper hills safe.) 
6. 70% of inj\lries occur to novices. 
7. With 1,000 skiers in an area on a particular day; 4 
injuries may be expected. 
6. Above .figures abstracted from the National Ski Patrol System report 
for 1947-48, Dr. Arthur Perkins. Page 1. 
Dr. Arthur Perkins, Chairman, National Medical Committee; National 
· Ski Patrol System, 415 Lexington Avenue, New York City. 
•• 
Survey of ages in ski injuries at one of the wo·rlci 1s leading ski resorts - Sun Valley, I daho, Season 1947-48 
Age distribution. of 351. injured male skiers (red) 
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581 injuries in 520,266 runs for a 1:9G0averuge (period of 100 days). 60% of injured were male 
as compared with the National fi5ure of 62% • One injury for each 1,415 lift rides . 
Figures taken from 1947-48 ~ational Ski Patr~l System report by Dr. John Moritz,Sun Vall~y, Idaho. 
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CHAPTKR IV 
~es of Skiing Injuriea. 
The l eading cypes of injuries are listed here with the National 
average of each given as percentages: 
1. Sprains 53% 
2. Fractures 25% 
'· 
Lacer ations 14% 
4· Dislocations 3% 
5. Mis.aeUaneous 5% 
100% 
A. Statistics -
These percentages were based on a survey .of nearly .3,000 
ski injuries from East, West, and Rocky Mountain sections of the 
7 
country. Broken down still further, the .fig•res show that most every 
part of the body has also been broken do1m, with the highest .frequency 
(82%) confined to the lower leg. 
7. Dr. Arthur Perkins, Chairman Medical Comm;i ttee and Medical Advisor 
to the National Ski Patrol Systemt 415 Lexington Avenue, New York City. 
St~tistical report for 1947-48, P• l. 
1. Sp;raine -
.Ankle 59% 
Knee 34% 
Miscellaneous 7'f, 
2. Fractures -
Ankle 65% 
Lower leg 2J.% 
Rib 2% 
Arm 2% 
Knee 2% 
Foot 2% 
Miscellaneous 6% 
:) . Lacerations -
Lower extremi -cy 44% 
Head 32% 
Upper iixtremi t.Y 21% 
Body 3% 
4· Dislocations -
Shoulder 6S% 
Finger 10% 
Knee 10% 
Miscellaneous 12% 
B. Falls -
A study of injuries has shown that the first t wo years of 
a skier's career are the critical ones. If the novice can survive these 
without a mishap, he i s comparatively safe. During this period, the 
most common in·~uries are sprained ankles and wrenched knees. flore ex-
perienced skiers seldom have accidents, but because of skiing more 
difficult terrain and attaining greater speed, when they do experience 
an a,ccident it is of a more serious nature, such as a concussion, a 
fracture, o,r a dislocation. 
A few injuries result from collisions with trees, rocks, 
or even other skiers, but most result from falls of all types. The 
instructors have an appropriate saying for it; "As long as the snow 
falls, so do the skiers". But the snow usually falls more gracefully 
and certainly more safely. This brings us to the subject of falls. 
Ski instructors also take a spill occasionally, tha.ugh seldom, and 1 t 
has been said of them: "Instructors only fall when no one is looking"• 
At any rate, falls in skiing seem to be inevitable for beginner or 
expert, so it would be well for the novice to learn how to fall correct-
ly and prevent needless injuries. No course of instruction is complete 
without learning to fall correctly and this includes how to get up from 
a fall without undue exertion and loss of time. 
C. .Age, -
Fall$ contribute to injuries in any age bracket, and this 
is true in skiing. A more mature age seems tQ be accompanied by better 
judgement and an increase of caution tQ of fset the lesser capacity to 
withstand serious spills. 
The following graph, which depicts an age distri~~tion of 
581 injuries at the .fa:m.ous Sun Valley resort in Idaho, c<>vers both men 
and women over a period o.f 100 skiing days in 1947-48. 
The graph shows the early 20's to be the dangerous a ge 
and it must be kept in mind that a high percentage o.f the skiers are 
made up o.f this age group. The human factor, a reckless attitude, and 
the cost of instruction, also play a part,. 
D. Miscellaneous -
1. Ignorance -
This is manifested in several ways other than 
lack of skiing knowledge. Many skiers carr.r t..~Jeir i3lds 
rlth no thought of other people araund them; nor do they 
notice light fixtures soon enough. These same people 
l eave their skis in the way creating additional hazards . 
I gnor ance and carelesaness are close rel atives, and the 
main difference is this; a novice goes beyond his ability 
or falls as a result of some misteke, and it can be called 
ignorance,. but if a skier falls from too much speed or 
spo·ils a turn to get into difficulty 1 the cause is usually 
carelessness. 
QUite often ski racks on the top of care are im-
proper~ fastened and so m~y mishaps have resulted that 
New York State passed a law for bidding the transporting 
of aqy equipment over highways on the top of cars . This 
law passed to eliminate a highway hazard has hurt skiers. 
Most people who· make needless mistakes that present a 
hazard to themselves and others mean wel l enough, but just 
don ' t know any better . This is further evidence of the 
need for joining a club and getting the benefits of organ-
ized skiing. 
2. Inability -
A few people lack the physical ability and 
necessary coordination to control themselves going up and 
down a hill even without skis, but, generally speaking, 
the e.verage person can be taught to ski at a moderate 
speed. King Albert of Belgium, while practicing at the 
famous resort in M"!rren, stated his case very well end 
simply vrhen he said& •1 do not find that my particular 
8 
styl€1 of skiing demands My great speed". 
Most people could learn from this statement, 
and it is true that in teaching tennis, swimming, and 
other sports, as well as skiing, ! have learned that the 
majority never become very proficient, and the top notch 
performers are few, so most of our teaching time is spent 
with the beginners and intermediate skiers . 
For some, the ability to ski at all is an 
accomplishment which will provide recreation; outdoor air, 
and in a small measure 1 some of the thrills that a natural 
athlete can get out of Christies and Tempo Turns. 
:3. Unsafe practices -
Emphasis must be placed on safety when skiing, 
S. John Garrison, 11Sun, Snow & Skis", McGraw-Hill Book Co., New fork -
1946 • 
so- a thorough knowledge o£ safe procedures, as well as the 
habit of doing things in a safe manner is essential.. This 
stresses the need fo-r training in correct methods and 
learning skills in their proper sequence. Such mistakes 
as having the weight too far back, stooping, waving poles, 
improper edging of skis, looking downt leaning into the 
hill or weighting of the uphill ski, lack of a counter 
swing, rotation, knee bend, Ol' relaxation, and many other 
faults , rmy one or mare that ccn easily become habit, are 
all definitely incorrect and usually the cause of spills 
r1hich can result in injuries . Quite o£ten the novice will 
make mistakes going slmvl;r and not fall, but the same mis-
ta~e will spill him very quickly if done when traveling 
with speed. This in itself proves the value of a sound 
nd pr actical groundwork. More stress sh uld be placed 
on training of young men to tee.ch fundamentals correctly . 
Many "self styled" instructors do mo·re harm unwittingly 
than they or their pupils rer~i·ze . 
Careless use of the poles when doing a simple 
kick turn can ce.use a fall in a very awkward positi on . 
Teught correctly, i t is a simple end safe maneuver. 
Habitually mcldng turns on hard snow by side 
slipping caused by throwing the hip instead of . swinging a 
emooth radius turn can be a sure cause of b.ad spills known 
aa "egg beaters" in snow three or more inches in depth. 
T'nis type of hard snow "slewing" does not work at all in 
deep snoTf. 
E. TimP- Factor -
George ·o•Olier of Devon, Connecticut, one of the American 
ftt,d Cross instructors and a well-known National Ski Patrolman, made 
possible the following time graph by supplying the necessary figures . 
This graph represents a sampling by hours for both men and 
women skiers at Mt. Mansfield in Stowe, Vermont, during the 1946-47 ski 
season. 160 skiing injuries were tabulated chronologically, with 105 
of them credited to males. 
These fi .gures substantia te an earlier statement tha t the 
more crowded the slope the gree.ter the accident potential! ty or in\;.,.u::.Ll\,;11:11• 
The implication is that collisions must re.sul t , yet only tvm collisions 
of skiers were reported . 
The actual danger from crowded condi tiona i s more a r esult 
of one skier suddenly cro13sing the path of &nother and the surprise · 
causes a loss of balance, or an unexpected or undesired change in the 
intended course of direction . This can easily result in a spill or ... n ... .... ,. ,_ 
This time graph shows a high correlation between injuries 
and the skiing hour when f'atigue sets in . Two, hours of skiing is a lot 
for legs that a~e not in goad condition. A decrease of injuries during 
the rest period m~ be noted, and this is true for a short time after it 
We must also consider that on the usual ski slope snow con-
di tions speed up noticeably after ~id-afternoon •hen the sun gets low, 
and temperatures fall, so, coupled ·ith tiring legs, i t contributes 
muCh to the accident incidence. 
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CHAPTER V. 
Physically Fit for Skiing. 
Twenty-five years .s.go in the United States, skiing was a compura-
tively unknown sport, especially for adults, and skiing accidents were 
almost unheard of, so we had little need for an organization like the 
Na tional Ski Patrol System, or even for a survey of the causes of skiing 
injuries. 
This may be compared in some measure to the automobile problem and 
traffic accidents prior to the time when big industry turned out a 
million new cars per yee.:r. The highway tr.s.ffic problem has changed. 
Road building and traffic safeiqr measures have not been able to keep the 
pace with automobile production any more than instruction and other saf 
ty measures have been able to keep pEtce vd th the tremendous and rapid in-
crease in the popularity of skiing with its accompaQying influx of ski-
ing accidents. 
In the chapter on CE..uses of Skiing Injuries we listed such typicc:,l 
factors as falls, lack of knowledge and instruction~ poor equipment, 
natural hazards, and many others, but one of the .contributing factors 
~ - I ·: , ·, . ; . ·. 
frequently behind the scene is a lack of good physical condition. 
Many week-end skiers complain about poorly conditioned legs, yet 
shy away from climbing hills when actually they should climb instead of 
riding up. It ie true that one may ski much more in a day Ylhen using a 
lift instead of climbing, but it is also true that conditioned legs are 
essential for the downhill run and one of the surest ways of getting 
in condition is to climb hills . 
In our school clubs in Portland, Maine, we insist that every skier 
take lessons and climb for at least five skiing days before permission 
is granted to use a lift or tow. The first five club trips each year 
e.re usually to places where there is no tow. It is felt that this cl 
ing exercise tones up the leg muscles, strengthens arms and shoulders, 
and assures a "warmed-up" condition which helps prevent an injury in 
case of a fall. 
Good physical condition tor any sport is essential but not attained 
overnight, yet it ia the one factor that seems to be most neglected. 
accidents are prone to happen when any skier is fatigued or 1hen not 
sufficiently warmed up. They also happen to skiers who are overweight 
and to skiers who have not kept fit over the summer months . Good physi-
cal shape cannot be purchased with the skis, poles and boots; it is 
the result of a mode of living which includes correct nutrition and 
some habits of personal hygiene. , 
Good physical condition is not within easy r each for some people 
and the necessary effort to reach it seems more than a. few are willing 
to make• but it is hope4 that the ever increasing realization of its im-
portance and the intensified activities of various ski clubs will do much 
to accomplish more in this direction. The result will be safer skiing 
and more fun, plus a much healthier physical and mental condition . 
It is obvious that most skiing inJuries have one primary cause and 
one or more contributing causes, The primary cause may be such as ~ 
sitzmark, rock, ice, or collision to mention only a few1 whereas , the 
secondary or contributing cause might well be changing snow condi tiona, 
fatigue, poor visibility, lack of ability, lack of experience, poor 
physical condition, poor judgement,. or some other cause . One thing is 
certain, and on that point may we quote Mr. Minot Dale of the N~~tional 
Ski Patrol System: "Accidents are caused primarily by the failure of 
the skier, because of his temperament o.r other reasons,. to adjust his 
speed, first, to his experience, abilit.y , and physical condition, and, 
9 
secondlyt to the existing snow and visibility conditions". 
It is also true that on occ&sions, skiers enjoy the social side of 
a week end more than even the hotel's colorful advertising pamphlet has 
any reasonable chance of predicting . This sort of thing is probably 
more than their physical make-up is able to withstand, considering the 
skiing to be done the following day. Many a needless injury can be 
tra ced indirectly te> events and activities of the nig,hl before. 
9. C. Minot Dole, Chairman, Report of the Committee on Ski Safety for 
the Amateur Ski Club of New York, 1942,. (Ski Patrol Bulletin in 
pamphlet form) • 
With full realization of the import of external causes such as 
difficult snow and inadequate trails or fe:ul ty development of ski 
terrain, the main responsibility is still personal, referred to as the 
human factor 1 and when one seeks to- improve his skiing or technique he 
should first look to his physical condition or avoid the excessive 
speed and fatigue which lead too often to injuries. "Personal ability" 
and "control" are completely dependent upon each other, and as a combin-. 
ation is just as important in the saf'ety scheme of things as snow is for 
skiing. 
A determined effort to improve ski technique is commendable. After 
all1 one never reaches perfection in skiing, but no one is or should be 
satisfied with remaining a perennial "snowbunny". To make a steady, 
safe,. and significant improvement in skiing skill, three factors mus t be 
emphasized: 
1., Provide · excellent equipment 
2. Acquire proper technique through instruction 
3. Become physically f it for skiing. 
Many active clubs sponsor mountain climbing trips and hold regular 
training periods priO'r te> the start O·f the skiing season. Pre-season 
exercises and calisthenics are also valuable, especially, if they are 
a.dapted to skiing needs. These are more beneficial i f accompanied by 
ex.tra activities such as rope skipping, a few laps of running &round the 
track, a game ar t wo of badminton, a f'ew laps of swimming in the pool, 
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n tter kicking, or other strenuous oports and physical education acti-
vi ties. 
As far as calisthenics are concerned, any good gym instructor can 
prescribe several; and most ski books list a few popular ones. The 
point to remelllber ia: "Do they help prepare me for skiing?•. One set 
of minimum requirements that scea to fill the needs of the average be-
ginner haa been proposed by Dr. Hans Kraus., foi'Jller medical advisor for 
lO 
the National Ski Pa trol System. They follow, as a teat to be taken 
for self-analysis: 
1. Ten deep knee bends in succession without support. 
2. Five push ups in succession. 
3. With straight knees, swing arms down and touch floor 
with finger tips five times. 
4· Run up two fli ghts of sta.iro quite fast without getting 
winded. 
5. · Press both knees well forward beyond toes without heels 
leaving the noor. 
6. ~ing on back., sit up five times without help of hands. 
7. Lying on back, raise both legs straight up to 45° above 
floor. Repeat five times •i th pau·sets while legs are high. 
10. Dr. Hans Kraus, "How to Prevent sti Injuries"., Ski Illustrated 
magazine, Jan., 1946- p. 20, 
Do ell these vii thout much effort, and for additional exercise or 
for advanced skiing, triple the dacsage. Give y ourself t ·o pC)ill ts for 
each exercise, subtract two for each 5 lbs. overweight. If your score 
is 14 you are O.K., but i .f 8 or lower you are definitely a poor risk f or 
skiing as far as physical condition is concerned. If your score is low 
but you can already ski, your chances can be itnproved b-.t skiing below 
your ablli ty. Otherwise your margin of safety is too slim. 
In an interview at Rumford, Maine, last Janua.!"J ith George Macom 
pre 5eni.- Na tional Downhill and Slalom Champion, he talked at length abtJ.Ut 
the vulue of condition and pre-season work-outs needed to put himself in 
top physical condition. Some of his exercises make tha above list look 
ve~ childish, particularly the one where he sits against the wall ih 
deep knee position. This is started with 1 minute sessions E.Jld 
until he can stand it for 4 or 5 minutes.. His deep knee bends are done 
in sets of 50 at a time with squat jumps and other tough exercises 
throlffi in for good measure. He contends that running a few miles out of 
doors in the Fall over hill and dale, and across rough fields is the bes 
conditioner. 
Having known Toni Matt quite well while he was World Champion, I 
developed t.he n~>-tion immediately that all world $k1 champions must be 
built just like Ton!~. M~ttt, till, heavy, and rugged. I was certainly 
prised when I met George Macomber who is more my size at 145 los~, and 
wears glasses, and in looking him_oYer it was at first hard £or me to 
, 
realize thut he has on five of the greatest che~pionships the sport has 
t o offer . The l aw of grs.vi ty will not be denied , so weight really helps 
in the downhill event, all o·f which makes Macomber's mediUin build an 
t..ddi tional tribute to his skill and the excellence of his physical con-
dition. He passes it e.ll off modestly by saying . his wax was good . ~any 
of us would pay a good price for that type of 11wax". 
Getting back to calisthenics, a point to remember in selecting the 
type of exercises auld be the purpose of the exercise itsf'~f . That ia 1. 
do we .-dsh to develop: 
1.. Elasticity through stretching exercises , such a.s 
stretching the Achilles tendon for more 
vorlage; 
2. Power by means of knee bends, sit ups, push ups~ 
duck walk and ,others; 
3. Balence or coordina tion through various bal:.~.nce 
skills, dancing, or sw:tmming atu.r.tts, or 
learning to fall easily through practic-
ing tumbling skills . 
The nature of the exercise will determine the results that mey be 
expected. 
Ano,t.'l.er important factor to consider is nutrition. Volumes could 
be written on this subject; yet the contention is tha t little is really 
known about it. Briefly, the skier should kn<>w at least a few of the 
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fo·llo'rlng facts: 
A. rt :ts HnW'ifle t .o eAt f'ried Pooc'f~ ~'!'to:r +,o ,.., ... ~l-.,,.~ 
o:r racin g . 
B. Fonds thAt free?.e ~~,;~:Dy aTe nrtt. 'l"')!'flc-t.~ c l rm 
mount'.'lin trip~ or 1.n. lcnr.:m~~elc l111tehP.~ ,.,,., ~~·M ftp.,..-r~. 
C. Bulky foods llren•t pra.ctlcnl to. take on 1.o,.,p +.,.-.~ 
because &f the Apace :reoufred. 
D. Some energy fooos PUeh as raie~n$, or ohoeo1~+e 
bars should el..,llyt!! be ~ rm1"t ~r t'he !".l~~Pr.'lt r>r.t.ti~­
ment e.nd aecomp-nny the ~kier. 
E. Ce.rhohydrates f'rom cere~,. ~, -rr'flf.t~, ,.n(f VPf"~+.Al-,. f'~ 
P...re most easily and effectively used by the body 
for energy needs in winter sports. 
F. A summary o.f vitamin needs follows: 
1. Vitamin A from milk, butter and cream 
will help build resistance against colds, 
snow blindness, a.."'ld ulso headaches result-
ing from snoVI reflection. 
2. Vitamin B from nuts, lean maat, dried 
fruits, and such v1i ll give the bOOy- added 
pep and vigor 1 strength e..nd endur ance. 
11. Hubert 0. Swartout, M.D., "Guide to Heru.thn, Pacific Ptess Pub-
lishing Ass 1n., 1938 - p. 27. 
3. Vitamin C from fruits and vegetables will 
protect the skier from bumps end bruises, 
making for firmer tissues and stronger 
blood cells. 
4. Vitamin D from sunshine or cod liver oil 
will help prevent brittl,e bones. 
Proper combinations of foods for a balanced diet will insure better 
health which is essential to safe and happy skiing. 
CHAPTER VI 
COMPE'l'ITIVJ£ SKIING. 
Although racing is at its peak in the intercollegiate and FIS * 
ranks and the problem of safet.y created by recent racing injuries accom-
pllllied by sensa.tionaJ.ized publicity , is f ar a."llead of that for the young-
er group, the remerk S in this chapter lt'ill be confined mainly to the 
interscholastic level of ski competition. 
The current trend is defini tely for 4-event men and 4-event team 
competition. This probably will do more toward developing a well 
balanced and versatile performer and proficient teams than any single 
change effected in this aport since the first ski tow was installed in 
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this country. This firs t tow was built at Woodstock, Vermont, in 1933 
and r aised the cur tain on the dawn of a new era in downhill skiing. This 
new er a was soon followed five years later (1938) by the or ganization of 
the National Ski Patrol System to cope with some of the "schussboomers" * 
that flo·cked to every slope. 'fhis organization of "S&lllari tans on Skis" 
.a. FIS - Federation International de Ski . 
12. John J ay, "Skiing the Americas"; The MaoMUlan Ca., New York, 1947 -
p. 17. 
•schussboomers" - skiers who lack control, go too fast and usually 
end up in a spill. 
gre f rom need. The work this trained group is doing has become a. fam-
iliar pattern all ~ver the snow belt. 
In the snow belt states many high schools are giving more attenti on 
each year to physical education activities such as skiing~ and the 
result ha.s been more well organized and administered races f(}r evpry 
week of the season. Di strict, stat e, secti on.o.l and national schoolboy 
championships have done much ta raise the quality of skiing Lnd competi-
tion plus public interest f rom coast to coast. 
In our own Btate of Maine thie winter we were favored with the 
World Championship Cross Country and Jumping events, held at Rumford, 
and at the same t i me, outstanding jumpers and skiers f r om all over the 
world practiced here where the snowfall was far superio-r to anything i n 
~~e East at that time. Staging this t.rpe of competition on a two~day 
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notice is certainly a herculean task for any crew of of ficials. We 
hope that the fine work they did will mean a boom in skiing for t he Sta 
of Maine, and at any r ate , it did much in 13timulEcting public in t erest 
which is sur e to manifest itself in the schoolboy r anks. 
Of the four events currently used, slalom seems to be the coming 
trend. Combined honors and scores , such as dmmhill-slalom, and cro·ss 
country-jumping are the order of the day, and this four-way skiing wi l l 
1.:3. George M. Albert, "Maine Winter Sports Month"~ Maine Ski Council 
Bulletin, February, 1950 - P• 10. 
soon replace the "boomero" of the slp:pes of ten years a.go with style and 
technique conscious skiers who are a credit to their schools and coaches 
Looking back over the 40 ' s we see the downhill c1tent as a t ept f or 
stout l egs and visceral courage more than a display of form and skill . 
In some measure, this is still true today, but boys are work:tng ho.rd to 
improve their si;rle vr.t th the additional emphasis placed on "smart" ski-
ing as required in slelom ·<)r cross-country . One more -ood. point for 
slalom is that it 1s a "spectator sport" and ~.t won'·t be long before 
interested spectators become "educated" spectators and a new emphasis 
on slalom with spectat<>r appeal will be the result. 
The downhill as we now h~>!.Ve it 1s still dEmgerous in that too much 
emphasis is placed on sheer speed alone, which causes a lot of the 
skilled but eager young rRcers to pile up lii.long the trails .for one 
aftef another. One recent race on a Class A trail here in the Eas t uv .. IJ·- 1 
italized six top notch classified racers in an afternoon, so it*s P.bout 
time we , as coaches , qualify our racing rules to f:tt the schoolboy needs 
before 1e bring the schoolboard and parents down on our necksl 
Dick Durrance, .former chwupion end all time great, and Harold M. 
Gore of Amherst, Massachusetts, ski coach at Massachusetts State College, 
have long recommended a change and they have proposed "paced racing" 
with more stress on slalom skills. Another good suggestion they made is 
"no fall" downhill competition which would put more value on control . 
Both these suggestions place a premium on technique and styie so that a 
good s~ier can win, but the 11 cr21sy" skier has little chance of scoring 
a lucky ·in . 
Ao "e 1ve said previously, skiing is t..'1e fastest sport on t \() feet , 
~~d when traveling over an ever changing terrain which i s never the 
same two days in a row, mid a t high speed, the thrill, lnter~J s t, 'but 
ala<> the l~:tak, e.rc sure to be !)resent. Expert skiers and ex:,.neri enced 
racers alike occasionally run into mishaps during regula:r runs which 
oecu;r when t.l-J.ey are not even under racing conditions, so surely our 
schoolboy r e.eers deserve bet.ter than a mad ride down a. rough, steep, 
tree lined mountain trail... Today' s races are such that these ~choolboy 
contestants just grit their teeth and take o·ff fully expecting to win or 
wind up in a hospital. 
Hannes Schroll, one of our imported instructors, has been quoted 
many times for his blunt remark about r acing: ·nPoin t 'em doMJ., you cEn 
only get so fast .. " His theory may be 0 .K. for the snow fields abo-ve 
timberline, but for schoolboy races on mountuin trails we need: 
1. ~etter trained skiers 
2. More con tr()l gates 
3. "Giant" slaloms 
4· Qualification of contestents 
For better trained skiers we need in addition to ski instructors, 
more schoo-l teachers who understand skiing. Not merely faculty members 
who are in charge of the ski group as a school activity, with mo person-
al experience at all on the hickories , and only l ittle, if any, inclina-
tion to achieve any. 
Too many administrators have no conception of the expense involved, 
the hardships of training, the dangers of transpo-rting skis end skiers 
over snowy mountain roads, not to mention the risks of racing. Too 
t he school 1d.ll not back the faculty advisor even to the extent of i n-
surance or replacing broken equipment which is a financial burden on the 
average public schoDl competitor . 
Teachers who have never skied, though they may have competed in 
oti1er spor ts, will never fully appreciate the meaning of a severe case 
"butterflies". This is a condi tion of extreme nervousness such as t hat 
experienced by the racing skier or t he ski j umper . The psychology of the 
sport is to force the body to do the wi ll of the mind. Sheer physicDJ. 
pleasure may diminish with experience, but the satisfaction derived from 
the mind 's control over the body increases with each successful ski race . 
This mental condition plays an impor tant part in safe ski racing . 
When one considers speeds of a mile a minute, it is easy to under--
s t mid why racing makes even an excellent schoolboy performer experience 
"butterfli es" prior to a race- It takes a smart coach to keep his team 
relaxed and in the pro,per mentcl frame .. 
Boys have always enjoyed physical discomfort such as i s found in 
boxing, cross country, re::>tl ing, football tackling-, e tc., en d t he 
e s sen ce of t he sport itself is the real dr ive tha t keeps thE!m willing to 
t &.ke this pllnhhment and play at,:ain . Boys who E-xperience injuries in 
skiing nearly alw.sys mend well enough physically and mentally to ski 
again, and race hgein • 
.Actu!l.lly, in ciotmhill r acing there is only ~. slight margin beb-fl n 
the speed tho.t thrills and the ~peed that f rightens, yet this i s the 
mb.rgin the t cetermines the r e.ce . There 's one th.tn£ sure, contesb~ts 
lrnol': the risk is -t.'lere, and feel sure tha t the race would be a. dull one 
without it. 
Very few schools m6ke money with skiing unless it is raised thr ough 
winter carnivals end other activities . This makes the sport f or most 
high schools dependent upon f oo-tball and basketba.ll f or its ftmds , which 
is on e r·eason so .few schoetls e.re r epresented in competition . Actu&lly1 
it is the only sport today that c &n boast ·::> f more participants than 
s pecta tors , s nd it iii; the type of e-.ctivity tha t p romotes strong, healthy 
bodies , so , in spite of the expense, · it is gr6wing fast and the healthy 
l!ell- t anned faces of skiers i s good advertising and ample proof t hat the 
sport is her e to stay . 
Considering this1 our boy s should be given every chance to place 
emphasis on skill. i::!nd style • . The "boomers" were nunterous ten years a go , 
Tod~:.y there are more good skiers* but there isn't enou gh good instruction 
available yet with the result tha t we have a new crop of "tail waggers" 
to t cli:e t he plc..ce of th e 11 boom.:rs 11 • A shif t to m•'>re slalom c-.nd less 
sp~ed v.1.ll develop much more skill. ~a th this change brouf-ht ~ bout, we 
mE'.y even see girl s i n in t er s cholastic competition as .well as t he boys. 
At t he present time mos t in:;: t ruction for girls is at the eolleB:e l evel, 
which discourages most of them !':r·om competing. Competition should start 
early , and ski r esorts are r ealizing the value of this with the result 
tha t juvenile programs are blossoming all over the snow belt states. 
CHAPTER VII 
Ski InstTUction 
Part One 
Skill C'nd correct technique, fl s.vored wi t.h experience , spiced ,;i th. 
E1 bit of confidence ,. and blended 1d t.h good judg,emen t is the mixture the.t 
n.nlces f oT happy and safe skiing. 
The ski lesson really starts in the sports store when you purchase 
your equipment; one reason why you should buy from a ski expert. Minor 
details about equipment, espe c:iE'~ly defect, though petty at the moment, 
may be tJ e c~tuse of an unpleasant m.i shap l a t er on . 
Following the outfitting comes an indoor lesson, when many things 
can be talked about. This ie t.~e time t o show an instruction film,. ex-
plain ~~e finer points ~bout equipment, ~viate the many natural fears 
and doubts about the sport, and tell about the plans for the season, 
club policies, ski etiquette, and explain why we hold poles loosely , wh7 
the boots and skis are waxed; wl\Y' the socks are v.orn inside the pants, 
the ptlrp•:tSe of sealskin climbers, .Arlherg straps, rubbing corks, ski ties 
sun glasses , steel edges ,. G.nd numerous other small but importent i t~ms .. 
Indoo-r is the plac~ to l earn how to put on, take off 1, and he> to c~ry 
skis and poles. 
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E·,~peri~ne~ has t a.u;ht us thc t We r e to essume nothing as f'n· e.s 
i n struct!· n goee , even -·:i th coller:,e pupils. Ju.d[ing from So:Ile of the 
questi-:ms t hey a.sk, the silly mistuEl;:; they m!i..lce., the 1.'<6Y . they dress for 
the first trip, they e.r e rH-.lly subJects for $peci~~ enlightenment rnd 
worthy of everJ caution the instructor may t<:.ke. All this indoor work 
will eliminate the necessity o-f much explane,tion out-of-door s .. which is 
especially helpful in V'ery cold weather . With this accomplished the 
pupil is ready to ge-t into real action which will keep ~ warm out-of-
doors, even on very cold days. 
As " e 've stdd before, skiing has grorm so f ast, instruction has not 
been able to keep the pace, with the result that we 've had a lot o-f self 
styled ski instructors, both native and foreign, some excellent, some 
poor, some patient and natural tea.chers , while others were dramatically 
loud and temperamental. 
'l'he Ne.tiou.al Ski Association quickly recognized the unfortunate 
results of this and immediately set up a certification plan for ski 
tec:.chers which has done much to o-ffset the reputations of some of' the 
earlier f~o-called. instructors, and has promoted the best interests of the 
skiing public. 
The public today is. fast learning the value of lessons from certi-
fied teachers. These inst:cuctors promote the sport both on and off dut,}- , 
and are looked up to in ti1eir profession by novice wnd expert alike. 
Some of the things the Nutionel Ski Associat.ion requires. of its instruct-
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ors include: 
1. Convince the skiing public of your sincerity and 
integrity as well as your abilit.y to teach. 
2. Be efficient, temperate, and courteous, to offset 
the reputations of some of your predecessors who 
lacked these qualities . 
). Take an active part in ski promotion activities in 
your community 1 on and off dlil ty •· 
4. Be able and willing to answer questions intelli-
gently, no matter how foolish some may seem. 
5. Know the terrain in your locality well and be 
willing to advise skiers, keeping in mind their 
abili~, the weather, etc. 
6. Be able to advise impartially about equipment in 
different price ranges, and be familiar with 
waxes 1 ski clothing, etc. 
7. In class, be able to size up the group to 
separate the slow from the quick ones with the 
idea of doubling your efforts on the slow without 
neglecting the quick who would become bored and 
leave diseatisfied. 
14. Excerpts taken from a pamphlet prepared by Ken Cuddeback, Secretary 
of the Certified Ski Teachers of the u.s. Eastern Amateur Ski Asso-
ciation, and available to members only. 
... , 
8. Tactfully but firmly insist on good safe equip-
ment, and be sure it is worn correctly. 
9. Encourage, not to the point of flattery, and 
avoid being impatient . 
10. Ski well, and be able to demonstrate ell you 
teach, but avoid giving others the impression 
of showing off. 
11 . Select the proper terrain f or your class, being 
careful not to eA~ose them to unnecessary dangers, 
especially terrain beyond their ability. 
12. Be prepared for emergencies, and when one does 
arise, keep cool, and do not hesitate to ask for 
help. 
On the required side, being an instructor means one should be able 
to demonstrate and teach all maneuverw correctly, plus have the abilit,y 
to lead a group down mountain trails, er run a slalom snd downhill event 
effectively. 
An instructor ha s the uncomfortable knowledge that his every move 
on a slope is watched and often criticized not only by exponent s of ri 
techniques, but also by every member of' his ollffi group .. 
In the teaching of skiing it is well to remind the pupi l that the 
sport, like others , is built Upon the idea of learning many skills 
ately in their proper sequence. This progression of' skills insures a 
safer learning program and better skiing as the result of a correct 
groundwork of fundamentals. 
In my own ski school we use a test card based on three sets of 
skills, set up progressively, with awards made for each. The card has 
been popular with club members and is practical for our needs. Varia-
tions of it could easily be used by ()ther clubs or adapted to the needs 
of other schools. 
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The tests follow : 
l. One complete 
2. Walking steps 
3. Step and kick 
4. Four climbing 
5. Downhill runs 
6. Long traverse 
BEGINNERS 'l'EST 
indoor lesson. 
on the level. 
turns, learned and applied. 
steps , learned and applied . 
on gentle slope in correct position . 
runs, ending with downhill stem. 
7. Smooth, fluent snowplow, correct position . 
Passing these qualifies the pupil fo.r a club shoulder patch:· 
emblematic of membership in the Ski Club. 
INTERMEDIATE TEST 
1. Traverse runs with speed, stem, show control . 
5. These are printed in card form. Available to schools upon request. 
Viri te: George 1\A . Albert, Portland High School, Portland, Maine . 
2. Snowplow turns, linking four correctly. 
J. Side slipping, from fast approach to either side, plus 
standing. 
4. Link 4 stem turns. 
5· Sks.ting. 
6. Christie swings, side slipping into the hill, down 
from a fast traverse approach. 
7. Stem turn:;: with added speed, showing a more pro-
nounced hand swing and r otation, but less stemming 
of the 13ki . 
For these skills; the pupil is awarded a club emblem at one of the 
regular meetings of the club. 
ADVANCED TEST 
1. Stem Christies, linked. 
2. Win a place in a school meet. 
3. Swinging turns,. linked without Qpening skis, done on 
a steep hill or trail. 
4. Ski a well-known trail without fal.ls. 
5. 1og an overnight mountain trip, with sleeping bag. 
6. Help your instructor as requested, teaching 10 hrs. 
with beginners • 
7. Serve on a committee in the promotion of skiing. 
8. Jump turns, one or two poles, both sides .. 
9. Take ski patrol training. 
For this test the club awards an engraved sterling silYer ski, 
as a pin or tie clip. This is presented at an assembly . If 
the pupil becomes a ski patrolman, the club pays any expense 
involved, plus buying him a rust colored Ski Patrol parka. 
In my own experience, the finest instructor I have had is Benno 
Rvbizka, formerly of North Conway and the Mi ttersill, now in the 
LaurenUans. His lessons on "fluent skiing"' and his apparent contempt 
for affectations or exaggera ted motions in skiing made a deep impression . 
upon me when I took 11\V certification exam and launched upon a career as 
a 11pro11 • Benno is one of' the first great ski teachers in the World and 
possesses that rare natural abili~ to teach as well as the physical 
ability to demonstrate all maneuvers well, even in difficult snow and 
rough terrain. It is a compliment to him tha.t many o,f his newly certifi 
instructors go back to their work taking with them a new feeling of con-
fidence , a ne'v conception of the "American Standard Technique" 1 end 
appreciation of the value of sound basia fundamentals coupled with 
"fluent skiing" and, best o·f 'all, a more or less subconscious desire to 
emulate his personal mannerisms as well as his skiing st,yle . 
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Part Two 
H . ving listed some of the prerequisites of a. certified instructor, 
and the skills used by our ski club, we now find it expedient to enumer-
ate in more complete detail the basic skills invo-lved, what to teach 
about skis and body motions for each skill, each in their pr oper sequence 
Also included are the common errors made in each maneuver whi l e learning 
them. 
1. POTTING ON SKIS -
a . Pick a level place. 
b. I f on a hill, place skis across the fall line. 
c. Put the downhill ski on f irst. 
d. Turn the other ski o~er, so as not t~ lose it. 
e. Keep heels down and cables in hitches • 
COMMON ER-RORS -
a . Skis pointed up or do;wn the hill. 
b.. pnow or ice stuck to sole or heel of boot. 
c. Cables out of hitch loops . 
2. POLES -
a . Use proper grip. 
b. Keep tips pointed back. 
c. Use them "in balance" while walking or climbing . 
d . Drop them in to the snow behind the heel for 
pushing motion. 
COMMON EfulORS -
e. . Use hand through str ap from above . 
b . Poles held too rigid, too high; ·too far in 
front or swinging U1em in all directions. 
), BINDINGS -
a . Have them adjusted properly. 
b. Correct use of side hitches . 
c. Heel centered, weight alignment correct. 
COMMON EF.RORS -
a . · Downhill hitch used while climbing long trai ls . 
b, Toe too far into toe plate . 
c. Toe lugs used on cheap grade boots instead of 
toe straps. 
4. WALKING STEPS ON THE; LEVEL -
a . Glide by sliding ski1 be in balance by alternating 
arms and legs, i.e., right pole and left ski; etc . 
b, Use pol es for deep thrust, glide with bot h skis 
together. One step and glide . 
c. Two quick s teps and glide . High loose reach, 
then a deep thr1.tst and long glide. 
d. · Use an easy rhythm, relax. 
e . Press the knees forward for easy gliding, 
COM!AON ERP..ORS -
a . Holding poles like canes v:i th hands on top. 
b. Tight shoulders , insufficient relaxation (md 
poor rhythm. 
c. Lifting skis instead of sliding them. 
d. Poles dropping into the snow too far forward 
of the foot, when going slowly or climbing. 
e . Stooping from the waist instead of low knees. 
5. STEP AND KICK WENS -
a . Used f or: 
1. Turning around while skis are stopped. 
2. Changing direction while climbing. 
b. Position: 
1. For s tep turns pick a l evel place and . 
lift tails, then tips• then combine . 
All three of these drills help pupil 
to become accustomed to his skis . 
2. For kick turns - f or turn to right, 
pl ace pol es so left pole is near boot, 
right pole is be.ck near right ski t e.il. 
Kick r i ght ski around, press knee, 
shift wei ght to right ski and pole , 
then finish the turn. 
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COMMON ERRORS -
1. Poles in the way . 
2. Knee extended, no edge holding . 
3. Head and shoulders not turned enough. 
4. Ski not turned around far enough, due to a l ack 
of follow through with head and shoulders . 
5. Pole above the boot when on a hill, causing ski 
to slip. 
6. CLIMBING STEPS -
Side Step; 
.~... Used for: 
a . Packing out a slope . 
b. Climbing a short steep hill. 
c. Climbing on steep icy places . 
d. Climbing ~ ov·er dangerous spots . 
COMMON ERRORS -
1. Turning ankles to edge ski instead of flexing 
knee . 
2 . Poor timing with poles . 
3· Too much sw~ing of shoulders, instead of 
merely using knees. 
4. Too wide a step. 
5. Using side step on a long hill, where it is 
too tiring. 
b. Traverse Climbing Step: 
1. Used for: 
a. Deep snow. 
b. 1ong gradual climbs. 
c,. For conserving energy. 
2. Position: 
a.. Same as single wal.king step,. 
b. Angle up the hill should be gradual. 
c. On kick turn, point out new direction. 
COMMON ERRORS -
1. Taking too steep a climbing angle. 
2. Poles e~d shoulders too t~ght. 
3. No vorlage. 
e. One-Half Side-Step: 
1.. Used for: 
a . Most popular and pra.ctical of four climbing 
steps. 
b. C<>mbines the first two steps. 
c. Long hills• most any kind of snow. 
2. Poai tion: 
a. Forward with downhill ski; but forward and 
up with the uphill ski. 
COi.fMOr' :.iJfr:.ORS -
l. Kick turn not e. continuous motion . 
2 . Poler:> incorrectly used c. 
3. Knees too, s-r;raif;ht., weight not forwerd enough . 
4. Too much S"~ing of body weight~ 
d. Herringbone S·tep: 
1. Used for : 
a~ Straight up the hill, in the fall line 
and skier f aces up the hill . 
b . Short distances, not too steep •. 
2 . Posi t;i.on: 
a . Start straight up the incline with skis 
together, ana a s they start to slip back, 
open t he tips . Alternate use of poles , 
behind the heel , md overlap the tails 
of skis . 
COMMO...~ ERRORS -
l. Hands on top of pa>les . 
2. Veering away from the fall line. 
.3. Feet too far apart • 
4. "Off balancer. ins·t;ead of alternating motion. 
5. Too strong an edging by bending ankles . 
7. lXH'.'NHILL I:UKNI NG -
a·. t'Md for: -
1. St re.i r,ht dovm the hill run (achuss), 
;?. • Fun darn en tal positi on for all skiing . 
b. Posi t ion cf e:kis 1md pol es: 
1. Skis parallel, 1" to 4" ap .rt, open to 4" on 
ice . 
2. Poles awe.y from body, points back to sid in 
l ei.teral balance;;., 
c. Body Position: 
1. Weight even on both ~kis . 
2 . Heel s on ski a. 
3. Knees pressed forward. 
4. Head up, eyes out front, not on skis . 
5. Hands slightly forward, natural position on 
pole grips, held apart wider than hipe . 
Hands lower than el bow, out more than elbo•s . 
6 . P~r·llel lines, ankles t o knees with hips to 
shoulders . 
COMi~ON ERRORS -
1. Skis too far ap1:.1r t. 
;;. Tensi on sho·rm in elboT; and hand motions • 
.3 . Squatting po·si tion ( rucklage) • 
4• Legs t oo straight. 
S. Steoping from waist. 
6. Head low, looking down at ukia . 
7. Angle from hips not parallel to angle from ankles . 
8. RUNNitiG IN TRAVERS!;; -
a. . Uued f()r: 
l. Running be~ween t urns , as a prepar ation for the 
turn. 
2. Traveling across a sl ope as a safety measure . 
3. To les sen speed vn a steep hill . 
b. Position of Skis: 
l . Wei ght on bo-th skis , edges holding. 
2 . Upper ski s.Lightly advanced. 
3. Skis c.lo·se toge ther , and parallel. 
c . Position of Body: 
1. Knees f or-ward and flexed . 
2. Knees together and pressed to the hill on ice . 
3. Body weight O·ver both skis , uway :t'rl')m hill . 
4• In other respects, the same as for "schuss" . 
COMMON ERRORS -
1 . Skis open 1 too f'ar apart. 
2. Too much wei§ht on upper ski . 
3. Sitt i ng back (rucklage ) . 
4. Tu-~ing ankles to edge skis . 
5. Unsteady hands and arms , (poles WR.Vt!lg) . 
6. StoGping . 
TRAVERSE PJJN WITH SINGLE STEM -
(Downhill ski) 
a , Used for: 
l. Preliminary mo.tion for stem turn or stem 
christiana. 
2. Used as "abstem", also as ''counter- swing" , 
,3 . Used to control speed on steep slope while 
picking place for aking the turn. 
b . Position of Skis: 
1 . Se..me as fGr regular traverse run . 
2. Slide lower ski into- half anowplo position . 
Upper ski continues in ori ginal course. 
c. Posit1 -n of BoQy: 
1. With opening of lower 8k:i , lower shoulder 
and hand move forward, ~hile upper hand and 
shoulder draw back . Both knees are flexed • 
.2 . Knees and body weight both forward. 
3. l'ieight over both skis, 'i th emphasis on 
lower ski. When low ski is placed in stem 
posi tion, i t receives more wei ght . 
COMMON ERRORS -
l. Starting with skis &'9Prt • 
.2 . Leaning to the hillt or tilting shoulders 
a.way from the hill . 
) . ~~tending lower knee . 
4• Pressing lower knee i n , (knock-knee position). 
5. Uphill hand on hip ins teud of :reachi ng back . 
6. To<> much emphasis on 11 ba ck shoulder" motion .. 
7. Steoping .. 
8. Weight b ck. 
10. 1'RE SNOWi'Lo· (Double stem) -
a. Used for; 
J.. Basis f'or most every turn . 
2. Braking (when speed is no·t excess! ve). 
b. Position of skis : 
l. Skia i n nvn position, f l at on snow. 
2 . Tips close - 3 to 6 inchos ~part. 
3. 'l'ails wide apart. 
c. Position of body; 
1. Even wei ght on both skis . 
:2 . Knees pressed in forward, s teady pr.Jsi tion . 
3. Hc.nds and shoulders forward , pol es pointed 
back. 
4• Reels out. Bs.ck slightly rounded . 
5. Hands waist hi gh , or sligh tly lower. 
CO ON. EH.tlORS -
1 . Knees too close together (knock- !mee pm:~i t.:ton) . 
2 . Turni ng Bnkles edging ~:~kis to,() strongl y . 
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:3 .. Hands too close to b(>dy , o-r too low. 
4. Ski tips too far apart. 
5. Wei ght in sitting position (ruckl&g8) . 
6~ One aki doing ell the work (uneven lveight) . 
11. SlWfw'PLOW 'l'U.Rt\lS -
a . Used for: 
1 . A slow speed turn far change of direction . 
2. A preliminary skill for doing stem turns . 
3. A basic o·r rtldiment ery fundamental for 
learning control and faster turning motions . 
b.. Pvsition of skis : 
l• Same as for straight. sno~vplow down hill . 
,<;, Let skis run smoothly, no harsh ..J>r strong 
braking, use j ust enou gh to insure control . 
c . .Basic rules for correct turns: 
l . · aintain snO\'<'Plow position of skis . 
2. ,.'ldntain forwe.rd flexed position of knees . 
J . Weight on both skis . 
d. Position of body: 
1. Same as for strai~1t ~n~wplow . 
2-. Rel ax compl ett:::ly 11nd remain i n balGnce . 
e . Body motion f r turns: 
l. Stress pivot and rotati\'Jn idea, 'dthout 
~xe.ggi:n"a ted motions :')l" G ffecta.tL:-:1s . 
2~ All motions should be fluent , easy t-o do. 
) • In sterting the turn 1 qraw the opposite hand 
bad(, drop the b()dy weight fllic;htly forward 
and start an e~sy swine, bringing hand around 
with the turn until follow- through is complete. 
4. Lower ski will absorb moat o·f t..>te weight during 
the turn, but keep shoulder position steady 
over the skis; in other wor a s, "don ' t tilt" to 
emphasize the weighting of the lower ski. 
5. Synchronize the turn with the swinging motion, 
completing both simultaneously. 
6, The c0cmplethm of one turn shau d be the 
starting position of an~ther. 
7.. Everything moves together , hips, arms, 
shoulders, ete . Wake it r hythmic, smcrlh , 
easy t<> do. 
S. I n soft snow the knees will ha~e a bett er 
chance to "feel" the turn and correct weight 
position. 
CO 01 ERRORS -
1. Same as snowplow. 
2. Poor timing of swinging motion with t.he t urn. 
;3. Unnecessa1·y leaning with head and shoulders. 
4, J erky, harsh motions, mixed with tenseness. 
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5 \ Extending downhil]_ leg, lift ing downhill. 
·shoulder and weighting uphill ski , or 
"leaning to the hill". 
6. Skis closing and opening during turns . 
a . Used for : 
1 . Turning at moderf;l.te or slow speed from a 
traverse run • 
.2. Hel ps f i ll t he gap in motor skills bet 'ft'een 
anowplow turns and christies . 
,3 . t;x.cellent in deep snow, but requires confi-
dence , even boldnes~ , a strong body r~ta-
tion tmd delic~te shifting f weight. 
4 . Can be used successf\1lly in d:Lfficul t sno • 
b. Position of skis: 
1. Start with sk;is parallel in traverse posi-
tion, leE-ding t..he uphill ski slightly" 
2 ~ F're>m traverse execute stem with downhill 
ski ( abstem) • 
3. Open uphill ski tail slightly aa eight 
goes completely to lower ski . 
4· Keep tips qulte clos~ together at all times . 
J . Let skis run together after the turn until 
they are in traver sing position af.tdn . 
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c . Position of body: 
1. Start with 'p(.lsition t>S described for traverse . 
2. Wei gh-t co-vers c.kmnhiLl ski for abr.~ tem, with 
uphill hand well back . 
3. Unwe ighted uphill ski opens at the taU as 
turn is ready to atm·t, lw.nd sti ll ba ck. 
4. As skis enter the fall line, body weight f~·lls 
slightly forward. 
5. As weight shift starts, bring s ing into use 
with rota tion and complete the turn. 
6. Finish with skis closing in traverse with 
y;eight on roth skis . Return hands t o corr ect 
position, and l ead the uphill ski . 
COMMON ERRORS -
1. Starting and turning wi tb too much speed . 
2. Lack of hand and ~houlder motion . 
3. Rough or jerky weight shifting. 
4• Entering fa.l l line wi·thout leading s'kis with 
forward weight. 
5. Opening be>th ski~ together from traverse . 
6. Leaning to· the hill which causes low shoulder 
to lift, lower leg to extend a t the knee , 
and upper ski to be weighted . 
7 . Closing skie before tfte turn is completed . 
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e. Tilting shouldere: i n over- emphasized motion. 
1.3. SIDESLIPPING -
a. Used f or; 
1. Br aking or checking speed on hard snow. 
2 . Getting do~n over dangerous spots without 
excess speed . 
3. I n Pa trol ork , such as eontr()lling a 
toboggan . 
b. Position of skis: 
L Par al l el Hnd close togethH. 
;:: , Speed determined by use o·f edges . Flatten 
skis for Illore speed, edge by , pressing knees 
to the hi.ll. 
c. Ponition of "cody: 
1. Knees and skis cl•.)Se tos;etner .. 
2 . K ..'rlees c:.:mtrol the amoul'lt of edging, and 
sideslipping motiont whether i'orw2rd, back , 
or straight down the fall line , weight 
shift accomp~nies knee motion . 
3. Most all of' t..I-J. e wei ght •?ll the lower ski . 
4• Lower hand and pole out of the way -
:5. Upper pole may be used to help in C•:Jntrol. 
6. Thi s type of forw<ir d end back ccmtrolled 
sideslippi ng is much less str aining 
tmd ·'· irine thrm ~· r. t emming ( s ingle or 
double) . 
COMMON Ef:F.ORS -
1 . Ski s apart, ~t ~ ight uphill. 
3. Using a."lkles too much to edge the skic 
i nstead af knees being pressed. 
1.4. oU TING -
a . Used f or ; 
l . Accelera tit.m of speed on tha level or down 
slight erade . 
?. . F r i'un an· EJ.S a change f'rad wf..lki· .g steps, 
or excell,n t f or i rnpres :-ling the girl f riend. 
J . E sier in l .ight sno , or on h r d packe , but 
j umpers Ui!e t.."l:Ls a c they c rry '1.0 oles . 
b. Position of skis: 
1. Inverte sno . plow position, rrom ~~ r el 
position, l'!ith each stroke. 
c . Position of POdy: 
1. Bent knee , push with pijles to get s t rted • 
2.. .Step of f in ne dir ection hifting weiP"ht 
fro::h ski to sk:i ~md strid:i.n~: • i e· ch . 
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3. li&ld must holp "'c.l-l e tJ.u11st for extx·a e;lide . 
cowo~ EERORS -
l. 1 t enough b . nd in the 1::.1ce 'S you s t r iKa vff • 
2 . Hunds and eoles rizid~ too ne£;.r the body, or 
just not. used enough • 
.3·. Stroke:;; tao r.hort and Wlfinlshed. 
15. SIDESi:.lPP:i:. G IN'IO 'I'll£ HILL -
Used for : 
l. An excellent. drill a.s transition exerci c 
prior to learning the stem. christie , es. ec-
ially the 11~p. ill' t"Jhl'istie • 
.2 . Can be ·used to ato~- after .. trav~r~e r-un . 
b. Position of ~~i~: 
l. Parallel . 
2 . Close toge ther . 
J. I n tr· ver Ge posi tivn on the hi ll. 
c. Pos ition ~f body: 
l. Sanw s fo r tl· vers& run . 
2. ~1 upri~lt st~nce i s good. 
3. e skis ·O into the hill , tEtE .... n;ust be 
m-..c i c;ht od eo they wi ll ~kid 'Jvmhill eas ily . 
"'hifoi ·• s a chieVE d t y a str or1 Sl~·ing , h forwc.rd 
lun € , end l oVler crouch po.si tL.n . i.. th f ::>n rd 
.:ees, <il l n , cnoothly .,. t t he f <-llie t i e . 
COMMON ERRORS -
1. Leaning to the hill. 
2. Weight back on heels. 
3. Skis apart, tr,ying to stem. 
16. ST.Eti TUBNS FAST -
a. Used for: 
1. A universal turn in deep, heavy snow, where 
speed skiing begins to be ria~. 
2. Done at moderate speed. Learning this pre-
pares the pupil for stem christies. 
b. Position of skis: 
1. Start and finish in traverse run position, 
but traverse is steeper, or closer to the 
fall line. 
2. Same motions as for slow stem turn, except 
skis are opened less, closed more quickly, 
end run faster. 
c. PoSition of body: 
l. Same as for the fundamental stem turn (#12) 
except that all motions are pronounced a bit 
stronger~ faster, and there is a more notice-
able up and around and down a~ain motion in 
the rotating part of the turn. 
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COMMON ERRORS -
1. Same as ,for stem turn (#12) .. 
17.. STfl& CHRISTIANIAS -
a . Used for: 
1. 'I'o connect t wo traverse runs on a moderate 
to steep slope at a reasonable speed . 
2. Can be used in virtually all snow conditio.ns 
except heavy breakable crust. 
b . PoaitJ.on of skis; 
l . Started and finished in a steeper traverse 
than for the fast stem turns. 
2. Start and finish with skis parallel and 
close together, leading the uphill,. 
J. Keep skis on the sno1w, and tips close to-
gether. 
4. Use abstem as for stem turn (b-'12) , but 
with less opening of the skis . 
5. Radius of the turn i s longer than fe>r stem 
turn, and done closer to the fal.l line. 
c. Position of body: 
1. l.ll.e(lium CJ;'ouch, knees well forward . 
2. I f the stem turn, and the advanced or 
f aster stem turn have been well learned, 
all the pupil has to do is try the fast 
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stem turn on a steeper hill, add the swing of 
e. christiania and the result will be a stem 
christiania. 
:). As you enter the fall line, transfer almost 
all of the weight smoothly to the downhill or 
"outside" ski . This is accompanied by a for-
ward lean and a strong shoulder and boqy swing 
in the direction of the turn. 
4. Skis close at the height of the boey rise from 
medium crouch. 
5. Body im.mediately settles into medium crouch 
again as christiania starts , with emphasis on 
a well nexed lower knee. 
6. Entire turn must be smooth, rhythmic, and feel 
easy to do. The turn must be well timed with 
the body and arm swinfJ, bringing the lower hand 
around in a complete follow-through motion. 
7. Keep eyes shes.d, head up, and let the skis run 
with the idea of getting into the next traverse 
with continued speed. 
COMMON ERRORS -
1. Not enough speed. 
2;; Poor selection of a place for the turn. 
3.. Skis too fa:r apart, tending to cause uphill 
ski to catch or drag . 
4• Leaning to the hilJ. . 
5. Too harsh a motion, causing a short, quick turn, 
coming to a quick stop . 
6. Stooping in the turn, causing knees to straighten 
and shortening the turn. 
7. Looking down at ski tips. 
8. Staying too high, no chance to unweight the ski 
taiJ.s. 
9. Swinging across front of body, causing an "over-
swing1' to the aide which v;ould stop the skis nd 
turn. This is usually accompanied by u lack of 
forward thrust. 
10. "Tailwagging" or "s crewing" . Using hips or leg 
muscles to get around. These skiers usually 
stick to packed slopes and keep away from un-
packed snow. 
U. Not enough fo.Uo,w-through. 
lS. SWINGING TUBNS (Tempo turns) -
a . Used f or: 
l. Fluent skiing with speed. 
2. Same as the stem christiania, but without the 
traverse runs in betwe~. 
3. Used in steep places to control speed. 
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4• Ideal in steep narrow places;. 
b. Position of skis: 
.1. Skis are kept together. 
2. T ils are unweighted .at the Gtart of each turn . 
3. Turns are just a bit sho·rter in radius than the 
usual parallel christiania,. and are linked• 
c. Position of body: 
l . Same as for stem christiania. 
2. More emphasis is put on the up and around body 
lift, accompanied by well pronounced swings • 
.3 . The end phase of one turb is the start of 
another and turns are linked without tr ver se 
runs in between . 
COMMON Efi.RORS -
1. Opening the alc::it'l . 
2. Adding an extra shoulder or abstem motion . 
3. Waiting too long after a turn before starting 
the next. 
4. Lack of, Vor lage . 
19. PARALLEL CHRISTIANIAS -
a.. Used fort 
l. Longest radius turn for JU.Ximum speed. 
2 . The climax of skiing turns hich approximates 
perfection and o.ffers the greatest kinesthetic 
reward to the performer. 
b. Position of skis: 
1, Parallel and close together. 
2. Close to the fall line, all the way. 
c. Poai tion of' body: 
1. Same as f or tempo turns. 
2. Perfectly relaxed, well forward. 
3. Body lee..ns, or sways into turn as the hand is 
used slowly. No .quick motions, very little up 
and down movement. Arm swing is very gradual. 
4• Swing is timed with the long r .Eldius turn, as a 
follow-through motion. 
COWAON ERRORS -
l. Trying these before learning other turns. 
2. Opening skis. 
3. Sideslipping. 
4. Leaning back or. to• the hill • 
.20. JUMP TURNS -
a. Used for: 
1. Negotiating breG.kable crust. 
2 . Getting over dangerous obstacles. 
J. Change direction at medium or low speed in 
difficult terrain. 
4. To impress the girls or other skiers. 
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b. Position of skis: 
1. Parallel. 
c. Position of' body: 
1, Stert from traverse and end in traver se . 
2 . Low crouch when stP..rting jump, ,~i th dee};> knee 
position in l anding. 
3. Weight on both skis. Lift kneea high i n jump. 
d. Position of poles: 
1. Use t wo poles when carrying rucksack . 
2. Use . of. one pole requires more spring and more 
effort. 
;1. Ple.ce pole or pol es close, bu.t beyond ski tips. 
4• · With one pole jump, free hand swings hard f'o.r lift. 
e. Other jumps such as terrain jumps, g&lendespr::.ngs, tip 
j umps, and jump s teps all have their uses, but for all 
practical purposes~ the one pole jump is the handiest 
to use because it leaves poles in position to get away 
f ast from the landing. 
COMMON ERRORS -
1., Placing pole too near the boo.t while mo·ving, 
instead of out front of the ski. 
2. l ot completing the turn. 
3. Jumping on hard snow or ice which is hard on 
the ankles . 
4. Landing with knees tense or- straight. 
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5. Stooping instead of crouching on the landing. 
21. TELEURK -
a . Used f'or : 
1. LE!.Ilding from ski j ump . 
2. Deep, soft snow skiing. 
b. Position of skis: 
1. .i..oose cable, so heel is free to lift. 
2. One ski leads , the left one for a right ~~rn , etc • 
.3. St art with skis together in traverse. 
4· Upper ski l eads by half ski length. 
5. Lower ski tip drops back to position nearer t he 
boot over other ski . 
c. Position af body: 
l. 0pright position of shoulders . 
2. Weight a little bit back, but all on the leading ski • 
.3· Knee low o.ver the ski , almost in a genuflex position. 
4. Arms out to aid bal::mce. 
5. Poles may be used to help while lesrning it. 
6. All the weight is on the ball of the leading f oot. 
7. Requires a f ine sense of balance .. 
COMMON ERROl~ -
l. Bindings too tight. 
2. Too much swing. 
3. Stooping forward. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
THE NA'l'I ONAL SKI PATROL SYST 
The National Ski Patrol System is essentially a great co- operative 
movement organized by skiers, run by skiers, fo.r the benefit of all 
skiers . It is a national organizati on of Registered Ski P&t rols whose 
primary objective is to work towards greater safety and trois greater 
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enjoyment in the spo·rt o·f skiing. Specifically, it undertakes to: 
l. Develop widespread education in safe skiing and impr<>ve 
the first-aid tre~bnent of winter a.ccidlimts. 
2~ Encourage the f ormation of ski patrols and co-ordinate their 
functioning • 
.3~ RUse U1e standards and effici ency of ski patrols by provid-
ing nationwide facilities , experience , and knowle:dge f e>r 
them .in a national organ:lzation. 
4. Pro:mote ita:provemen ts in ski trails , slopes 1 and their 
management in the interest of greater safet y . 
5~ .As::>ist in muintaining and impr()ving first-aid equipment in 
all skiing areas in the Uni ted States. 
16. The National Ski Patrol &,ratem llanual, The Nati onal Sti Patrol 
System; 415 Lexington Avenue, New York Ci ty, 1941 - p. ,3. 
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6. Coope:rate with the National. Ski Association i n EJr1Y way culled 
upon by the President of that J>esocia.tion . 
7. Cr eate a body o£ National Patrolmen ho aa pi cked representa-
tives c~n indiVidually and together further the endeavors of 
the National Ski Patre>l System. 
'ii th the growth e>f skiing and the coming of new devotees to the 
sport from all parts of the country , the Ski Patrol haa an excellent 
chance to render efficient, prompt, and good f irst aid to those who need 
it. On top of al l this, they volunteer additional service in the 
ing manner: 
1. They break out trails after a snowfall . 
2. They repair bad spots along the t rail, movs fallen tree limbs, 
etc • 
.3. 'fhey mark off dangerous placea to pr event accidents . 
4 • They rope off or f lag natural hazards on slopes and trails . 
5. They rope off a trail i f it is consider ed unfit to use safely. 
6~ They constantly patrol ~1 areas in use . 
7. At the end of the day , they n sweep" all are s to make sure c.tl.l 
skiers are in. 
8. They help organize and run off r aces . 
9 . They not only are well trained in First Aid, but are trained 
and ready to help evacuate an injured skier, whether on a slope 
or a mountain. 
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10. They help cont:t,ol traffic at the tow line, end keep t4e ski 
tracks on the tow in good repair, fb:.ing ruts and covering 
bare spots. 
The patrolmen con greatly lower the rate of accidents qy t ctfully 
suggesting .safer terrain to inexperienced skiers, and showing them ho 
to repair trail damage after they fall. Some misguided person may dis-
regard or ignore all warnings, then get into trouble, yet tb.e patrolman 
has to be cheerful, congenial, helpful, and go out into the cold with 
the utmost consideration. All this service is volunteered, yet too 
skiers themselves are not aware of the service rendered. 
:Public opinion must. be crystalized in some way so that the volunte 
patrolman will be sho?in appreciation, ttnd on the other hand, the sel.fish 
skier who endangers himself ~nd other s must be restrained or ruled of.f 
the slope. 'hether this will be the job o.f the volunteer patrolman in 
years to come is doubt ful, but he can certainly help in promo-ting ski 
ertiquette which in iztself will ruuke for safer skiing. 
Just as the baseb~dl umpire• s whiskbroom is a symbol of control i n 
baseball , so is the rust colored parka o.f the Ski Patrolman . These boys 
carr,y a well equipped belt which is unique in itself and should be on 
display for skiers to see at every resort. 
The 41 000 men l:llld women in the States who work for safety on skis 
are a. tribute to the farsightednef; R ccnd unselfish ef'fe>rts of Charles -~ . uuL 
Dole, who with the help of the American Red Crose~ and tr ined. volunteer 
skiers, or iginated the National Ski Patrol System, o.f whi ch he is leader 
today. His work with the 1.11ountain Troops dur ing the war, without pay, 
lists him as one of the most unselfish and pa.triotic men in the nation " 
He and his "Samv.ritzms vn Skisn who hf;lp thoustln.ds e.a.ch year to enjoy 
the world's gr&(:..t est ,.,port in .safety deserve a "'thank you" from all e~>f 
us. 
CHAP1'hli IX 
'l'H.l!: THEN D 
In Norway, Swi tzerl~.md, and several other countries one- fourth of 
the people ski and most all of them are ski conscious. In our own 
country, if this were the case, our facilities would be overtaxed with 
about 35 million Skiers . With 5 tQ 6 million American skiers at t he 
present time, and plen~ of room for tremendous inc~eases, we find this 
25% figure very unlikely becttuse 40% live in climates where snow is 
practically unknown, and 15% more where they have snow but no hills. 
John Jay predicts that by 1960 we will have at least 151000, 000 skiers 
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here in the States. 
Skiing suffers the same disease .,Aviation had. It i s nevt and specta-
cular, and its accidents get unwarranted publicit,y. You hear of ten cas-
ualties brought dorm on a toboggan ~ ~nat you don ' t hear is that 8 of 
them were merely sprc:i ned ankles or rrenched knees; also, you don'~ 
hear that 5,000 other skiers enjoyed themselves safel y all day at the 
same resort . SUrely l/5th of l% is a low acciden t r ate indeed! 
What skiing needs today is educati on throupjl.. organizations within 
its own ranks. Skiers seem to- have an apathy to "Jard any constructive 
17. John J ay, "Skiing the Jl..mericns", The MacMillan Co., .'ew York, 1947 ... 
regulation of their own sport. Uphill trc:naportation is used by anyone 
who can pay, rega.rdles E: of whether he can ski down safely. J.. few cause 
the sport to suffe:r, so it mo.y come about that some sort of legislative 
authority \Vill have to be brout;ht t.o bear i n the interests of safety • 
Footbe.l.l survived the same thing snd todfly flourishes . Skiing certainly 
could use the s ame 1)-pe of regulatory action. 
Skiing needs tile support of adults• parents, teachers , rmd 
Vle must educate this group. .It has bee11 said that all the sport needs is 
tl1e correct type of publicity . Let us prove untrue t he fallacJ· that ski-
ing is too dangerous 1 or too expenai ve . We need to educate adults and 
then teach i.t in t.l'1e schools . It is far more valuabl e and healt.hful than 
th~ crowded gymnasium, the cor ner dr ugstore, or the gangster movie, which 
is the program facing most of our youngsters during these winter days. 
e must encourage j 1lnior skiing, develop skiing by families ; build 
a system of overnight cabins in our state parks if neceesc•ry . Other 
nations are putting emphasis en t.his ~:port bec;:~use f the haal th it pro-
motes , so let' s get. more Americ~ms skiing. 
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John Garrison is of the opinion that dangers like housebound winters 
boredom, t oo much routine, e.nd the grudual corrosion of the human spirit 
in the face of mwy worries are more to be concerned about th~ the risk 
18. John Garrison , "Sun, Snow & Skis" ; McGraw-Hill Book Go., !lew York 
Ci'tY; 1946 - p. 157. 
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involved in skiing. 
A survey of the types and causes of ski accidents shows that a grea 
majo·ri ty of them are avoidable . ! 'he solution is education and instruc-
tion, and if these will make control readily obtainable to the skier , 
expense of getting them should be minor compared to the vnlue of the 
service obt ained. No matter how much is spent to e..rd developing areas, 
the f act still remaine that an improvement in technique on the part of 
skiers i s the thing t hat will gi ve grea t er pleasure and prevent acciden 
So, let ' s not take chc.nces , 
l et ' s take e.. lesson . 
Ski Heil ' 
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